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In response to the overwhelming outcry from

Finally, when it comes to education policy and

parents and taxpayers during the 2014

curriculum content, the report reveals a

legislative session, the South Carolina

fundamental problem greater than faulty

Legislature passed a bill requiring the State

standards: a vast disconnect between parents

Department of Education to rewrite the

and taxpayers, and South Carolina educators.

Common Core Math and English Language
Arts (ELA) Standards.
The legislation mandated the
rewrite of the Common Core
Standards to begin “on or
before January 1, 2015,” and
Superintendent Mick Zais
began the rewrite process
immediately upon the new law
taking effect in June 2014.
This report exposes the faulty
rewrite and review processes
implemented by the South

November 2013 Keep Your Child Home from School Day Protest

Carolina Department of
Education (SCDE); the faulty
review process of the
Education Oversight Committee (EOC);
violations of state law; and possible copyright
infringements.

Following report conclusions, South Carolina
Parents Involved in Education offers
recommendations for solving the problems
presented herein.

In addition, comments of national experts
who reviewed the new standards are included
in the report.
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South Carolina law prescribes a process for

Committee (EOC) disagreed with this

regular review of education standards through

approach and vowed to review the Common

the Education Accountability Act of 1998

Core Standards rather than replacing the

(EAA). The mandatory rewrite of Common

faulty standards with new ones.1 This was

Core was encapsulated in an amendment to

clearly a violation of state law as amended.

the EAA. Specifically, Act 200 states that
“For the purpose of developing NEW
[emphasis added] college and career readiness
English/language arts and mathematics state
content standards, a cyclical review must be
performed pursuant to subsection (A) for
English/language arts and mathematics state
content standards….”
The word “new” used to describe the purpose
of the bill was inserted
by legislators to
mandate replacement
of the Common Core
Standards. The term
“new” was also the
operative word used
to ensure that the
State Department of
Education’s selected

South Carolina Parents Involved in Education
(SCPIE) represents thousands of households
throughout the state, and for nearly three
years, SCPIE has been actively engaged in
calling for a full repeal of the Common Core
Standards. This is why SCPIE reached out to
South Carolina Department of Education
(SCDE) staff in July 2014 to provide input
into the standards rewrite process.
SCPIE pointed out to
SCDE staff that South
Carolina law requires a
task force of parents,
business and industry
persons, community
leaders, and educators as
a part of the cyclical
review/rewrite process.

method for the review/rewrite process would

Unfortunately, SCDE chose to exclude the

not include reviewing Common Core.

task force from the REWRITE process and

However, the Education Oversight

relegated the task force to the REVIEW
process, along with the general public after
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the writing was complete. This resulted in

In September 2014, Joan Almon, Executive

another violation of state law as amended.

Director of the Alliance for Childhood

Due to the fact that parents, business and
community leaders did not have input into the
writing process, SCPIE consulted experts and
combined it with their own research in order
to provide guidance to the writing team.

prepared early childhood guidelines for the
writing panels in order to address the
developmental inappropriateness found in the
early grades of the Common Core
Standards. SCPIE forwarded Almon’s
guidelines to SCDE staff who assured SCPIE

The SCPIE guidance document describes

that the guidance would be provided to the

things to be considered in a rewrite to

writing panels. Almon’s early childhood

adequately respond to parents and taxpayers

guidelines are in the Appendix.

who were the catalyst for the legal mandate to
replace Common Core.

In reviewing the new
standards, it is apparent that

In conversations with SCDE

neither the SCPIE guidance,

staff, SCPIE warned against

nor the early childhood

simply rebranding the

guidance, was used to direct

Common Core Standards as

the rewrite process. This is

had happened in other states

further evidenced by

whose citizens rejected the

national experts’ comments

Common Core Standards.

following their review of the “new” standards
and this is well-documented herein.

SCDE staff agreed to not only provide the
SCPIE guidance to the writing team, but also

The experts’ comments also reveal potential

assured SCPIE the guidance document would

copyright violations within the “new” set of

be given to the writing panels as a directive to

standards as many of the standards are word-

ensure the new standards would not reflect

for-word Common Core.

the failed education philosophies found in the
Common Core Standards. The SCPIE
guidance document is in the Appendix.

Additionally, it would be remiss not to
question the choice of standards provided to
the writing team as resources for their task.
The SCDE created a chart for the teachers
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containing the current standards (Common

and college readiness, Massachusetts

Core); the standards we had in place before

standards would have been used as the

Common Core; and standards from several

primary resource for the writing panels.

states that have approved “college- and
career-ready” standards that are not Common
Core. The math writing panel was provided
standards from Indiana, Minnesota, Nebraska,
and Texas. The English language arts (ELA)

The former Massachusetts ELA and math
standards, prior to Common Core, were
renowned as the best in the nation and ranked
in the top ten internationally.3

writing panel, was provided standards from

Massachusetts has a history of high standards

Indiana, Nebraska, and Texas. "

and steadily rising test scores since 1993.

2

SCDE staff and Superintendent Zais were
warned by

Massachusetts students excelled on the
National Assessment of Educational Progress,
given to fourth-, eighth- and

national experts

sometimes 12th-graders in

against Indiana

both private and public

standards as

schools across the country.

guides for the

The state ranked sixth in the

writing team, as

world in math on the 2011

they were simply
a rebranding of

Dr. Zais and His Staff Meet with National Experts

Common Core, but nonetheless, these faulty
standards were offered as a resource to the
writing panels.
The greatest flaw in the rewrite process was
the neglect to offer the nation’s most proven
effective model for education standards. If
South Carolina wanted to develop and
implement a proven effective model for rigor

Trends in International

Mathematics and Science Study and measured
with 63 countries and nine American states,
scored in the company of Japan, Singapore,
and South Korea.4
Not providing the proven effective
Massachusetts standards as a basis for writing
new standards for South Carolina children
was a mistake that defies all wisdom.
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The new ELA and math standards intended

However, only 3 of the 16 nominees were

to replace Common Core were reviewed by a

appointed to the Task Force, which included

process implemented by two State governing

46 total members.6

bodies: the South Carolina Department of
Education and the South Carolina Education
Oversight Committee. Both processes were
flawed and violate state law.

SC Department of Education Review

Before the Task Force was selected, SCDE
contacted SCPIE and offered an opportunity
to recommend two people to participate in
the Task Force review. Unfortunately, neither
of two individuals SCPIE recommended was
chosen for the Task Force.

As mentioned, the SCDE did not allow the
state mandated parent, business and
community task force to participate in the
writing process. Instead, the Task Force was
asked to review the final draft of the standards
along with the general public.5 Nonetheless, a
Task Force was selected through a presumed
nominating process.

In reviewing Task Force membership
affiliations, it appears the SCDE attempted to
appoint an equal number of people who
support Common Core as those who oppose
it on the Task Force. While this seems fair, it
couldn’t possibly be productive unless the
members had opportunities to work together
in an attempt to reach consensus, which was

Several parents and tax-payers that had grave

not the case. This flaw in the process is

concerns about the Common Core Standards

certainly reflected in the reviewers’ comments.

went through the lengthy process to nominate
a slate of 16 screened candidates to represent
their shared concerns. This should have
resulted in the nomination of these sixteen
people multiple times, and one would think
those 16 individuals should have been given a
priority status for multiple nominations.

Many Task Force members said the limited
time allotted to review the rather voluminous
new standards, and the lack of face-to-face
meetings, caused many hindrances for the
assigned task.
The SCDE also published the new standards
online for public review.7 Unfortunately,
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those who wanted to voice concerns about

The EOC then solicited recommendations for

the standards were encumbered by a tedious

Academic Standards Review Panels from

process of an online survey that required

district superintendents, instructional leaders,

respondents to evaluate each individual

business/community leaders and

standard. Given the magnitude of the volume

representatives of higher education.10

of the new standards, it was nearly impossible
for a parent or community members to take
the time necessary to do a meaningful review
and provide input.

A total of 50 people were selected by EOC
staff to participate on the panels. Of the panel
members chosen, 76% were educators while
only 24% were from parent and/or

Education Oversight Committee Review

business/industry categories. 11

The Education Oversight Committee (EOC)

The EOC contracted with the Center for

had a different approach to their review. The

Instructional Technology at the University of

EOC interpreted the law that deals with the

South Florida to develop an Academic

cyclical review as including a review of the

Standards Review website, which was also

current content standards.8 Therefore, they set

launched in July 2014.12 The survey required

out to review Common Core as if to simply

responders to make comments on each

make edits to the standards, which were

individual standard rather than making

mandated to be replaced.

general, or overall comments, like: “The

In July 2014, the EOC initiated their cyclical
review and asked for nominations of
individuals to serve on panels to review the

kindergarten standards are developmentally
inappropriate,” or “Algebra 1 should be
offered to all students in the eighth grade.”

current standards (Common Core).9

The public was invited to provide input via

Members of the EOC were allowed to submit

the online survey (http://scstandards.org), but

names for the panels and asked to submit

due to the fact that the survey was not user-

nominees based on these categories: parents,

friendly, much like the one that was used by

business/industry, teachers of English

the State Department of Education, it is

language learners or special education and

doubtful many parents or other concerned

higher education.

citizens took the time to sift through the
convoluted survey process.
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Sandra Stotsky developed one of the
country’s strongest sets of academic standards
for K-12 students while serving as Senior
Associate Commissioner in the Massachusetts
Department of Education from 1999-2003.
She also served on the Common Core
Validation Committee which led to her
becoming known nationwide for her in-depth
analyses of the problems in Common Core’s
English language arts and math standards.13
In October 2014, Professor Stotsky reviewed
the new South Carolina standards intended to

Professor Emerita Sandra Stotsky
University of Arkansas

replace Common Core.14
Carolina Department of Education should be
Professor Stotsky
reports that the new
standards are
inadequate and nonassessable and gave
this example from
grade 9: "2.: Extend

asked to come up with a

“The entire structure is
Common Core’s and the
whole mess needs to be
rejected by the
legislature.”

and deepen
understanding of content through purposeful,
authentic, real-world tasks to show
understanding and integration of content
within and across disciplines." Of this
standard she says, “This is a muddy statement
that means almost nothing.” She also advised

short list of assessable and
understandable (and
authentic) standards.”
Furthermore, too many of
the standards, she points
out, begin with non-

assessable and non-teachable words like:
“employ,” “use strategies to,” “value,”
“expand,” “explore,” “deepen,” “ask,”
“focus,” “broaden,” “transact,” “engage in,”
“develop,” “acknowledge,” “communicate,”
“adjust,” “create,” and many others.

that “the revision committee and the South
Page 10

Stotksy says that South Carolina’s old

possibly read through and grasp what is going

standards were far superior to Common Core

on” in the new standards. Stotsky advises that

standards and to these. She also pointed out

all that is needed is a short list of proposed

that the old standards pointed to authentic

standards, grade by grade, no longer than

content, which these standards do not.

twelve pages, and one page per grade level.

One major problem with the new standards

Finally, Professor Stotsky commented that

intended to replace Common Core, according

these standards were not only like Common

to Professor Stotsky, is that they equate to a

Core, but they are even worse than the

“mess of words” that “is excessive and

Common Core standards. Stotsky’s complete

overkill.” She suggests that “teachers cannot

comments can be found in the Appendix.

Dr. R. James Milgram, professor of
mathematics at Stanford University, has
lectured around the world and has been a
member of numerous boards and committees
including the National Board of Education
Sciences.15
Professor Milgram has extensive experience
developing mathematics standards throughout
the nation, and was one of 25 members
serving on the Common Core Standards
Validation Committee; the only content
expert in mathematics.16

Professor Emerita James Milgram
Stanford University
Traveling the country testifying to state
legislatures about the faulty Common Core
Math Standards, Milgram has said the

“They are not exactly,
deficient. What they are
is blindingly ignorant.”

standards are “…written at a very low level
and does not adequately reflect our current
understanding of why the math programs in
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the high achieving countries give dramatically

“8.F.4 (a) does NOT explain what “slope” is.

better results.”17

What is a constant rate of change? The

Following a review of South Carolina’s new
math standards intended to replace Common

standard definition of slope is “rise over run,”
and then provide examples to interpret this.

Core, Milgram had this to say, “They are not,

8.F.4 (c) is so vague as to be meaningless. This

exactly, deficient. What they are is blindingly

is another point where examples are essential.

ignorant.” However, he says, “The outline of

Actually, one should insist on these changes

these standards is significantly superior to

as SLOPE is one of the absolutely most basic

Common Core, but the details are filled with

things one learns about in Algebra I. If the

problems, including outright errors,

authors of this document are not capable of

misunderstandings, and improper preparation

filling in the examples and focusing in on the

for the individual standards. Also, in too many

key properties and applications of the slope,

places there are far too many standards, and

then I would strongly suggest that you form a

more than a relatively small percentage cannot

new committee to fix things.

be covered in the time allotted.”
In order to fix the problems with the new SC
math standards, Milgram suggests, “…at least
one actual math content expert – NOT A

“…at a minimum, there have
to be EXAMPLES to illustrate
what this word salad means.”

‘MATH EDUCATOR’ WITH A DEGREE
FROM AN ED SCHOOL – is needed to go

8.F.5 Again, I have no idea what this standard

over the individual standards with a fine tooth

is meant to mean. Frankly, I have my doubts

comb and fix them.” That’s not all. After that

about the knowledge of the subject shown by

he says, “…the standards will still need a

the authors, but at a minimum, there have to

serious ‘pruning’ as there are far too many of

be EXAMPLES to illustrate what this word

them, and they simply create the ‘mile wide

salad is supposed to mean.”

and inch deep’ situation that Common Core
was supposed to avoid.”

Professor Milgram gave several more
examples of the problems with the new math

Here are a few examples given by Professor

standards and his entire comments can be

Milgram in his report on the new standards:

viewed in the Appendix.
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Finally, Milgram sums up his report on the

than could be handled in any one year course.

new standards by saying, “…the standards

This sequence must be entirely rethought and

just go on, and on, and on, including far more

revisited.”

Israel, working on algorithms for design
verification, databases, and cryptography.19
Between 2007 and 2009, Wurman served as
senior policy adviser in the US Department of
Education under President George H. W.
Bush, and in 2010, Wurman served on the
California Academic Content Standards
Commission that evaluated the suitability of

Chief Software Architect & Former
US Department of Education
Senior Policy Advisor Ze’ev Wurman

Common Core’s standards for California.20
In November 2014, Wurman reviewed the
new SC math standards intended to replace

Ze’ev Wurman holds B.Sc. and M.Sc.

Common Core. In summation he says,

degrees in Electrical Engineering from

“Bottom line, K-8 are essentially badly re-

Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, in

written Common Core with a few minor and

Haifa, Israel. He has published technical

inconsequential changes. 9-12 is augmented

papers in professional and trade journals and

and almost-decent set of standards that is in

holds seven patents.

18

need of serious language cleanup for clarity.”

Wurman has over 30 years of experience in

In more detail, concerning the K-8 standards

developing algorithms, CAD software, and

and their similarity to the Common Core

hardware and software architectures. He

Standards, Wurman says, “…the SC draft is,

spent three years with IBM Research in Haifa,

indeed, very much based on the Common
Core. Sometimes the language is changed,
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rarely improving the original, and frequently

Common Core in the fact that they will “not

actually even perverting the Common Core

lead many kids to taking Algebra I,” which is

original and creating less-clear and sometimes

an accomplishment necessary in grade 8 for

completely incomprehensible standards.”

STEM careers or advancing beyond junior or

Wurman advises that “essentially most of

technical colleges.
Finally, Wurman suggests that “…these

“Bottom line, K-8 are
essentially badly re-written
Common Core with a few minor
inconsequential changes…”

standards sometime use the word
“DISCOVER” which is defined as (p.24) ‘The
word discover in a standard indicates that
students will be given the opportunity to
determine a formula through the use of

Common Core has been retained” in K-8,

manipulatives or inquiry-based activities.’ In

which includes “…an early and

other words…” Wurman concludes “… the

unprecedented focus on 3D shapes, there is

standards directly and explicitly dictate

the delayed learning about area of triangles

pedagogy – not a good idea, and perhaps even

(grade 6) or the sum of their angles (grade 8)

unconstitutional in South Carolina if LEAs

or circles (grade 7).” He also criticizes the

[local education agencies] are supposed to be

new math standards for its similarity to

in charge of curriculum.”

Joan Almon co-founded the Alliance for
Childhood and served as the Executive
Director until 2012 when she partially retired
and became its director of programs. Almon
was formerly a Waldorf early childhood
educator who taught for 18 years in Maryland
schools and then consulted with schools
around the world.21

Co-founder
Alliance for Childhood
Joan Almon
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In 2010, as Executive Director of the Alliance

progressive ideology on most matters, but

for Childhood, Almon led the effort to issue

SCPIE assured Ms. Almon that her political

the Joint Statement of Early Childhood Health and

philosophies on other issues were actually

Education Professionals on the Common Core

advantageous to our cause by illustrating the

Standards Initiative. The Statement was signed

bi-partisan concerns regarding the Common

by more than 100 early childhood specialists

Core Standards.

from the most
prestigious colleges
and universities in the
country, and other
experts in the field.22

“Unfortunately, the SC
kindergarten standards repeat
some of the worst standards
from Common Core and even
do so word for word.”

Just before many
states rushed to adopt the Common Core
Standards in order to gain advantage for
federal funding opportunities, the Alliance for
Childhood’s Joint Statement expressed
“…GRAVE CONCERNS about the core

Almon’s complete
testimony to the SC
Senate Education
Committee is found in
the Appendix.

Almon agreed to review the K-3 portions of
the new SC standards intended to replace
Common Core. What she found is not
surprising in light of what the other experts
had reported: Common Core once more.

standards…” and revealed that the Common

In response to SCPIE’s request for a review

Core Standards "conflict with compelling new

of the new SC standards intended to replace

research in cognitive science, neuroscience,

Common Core, Ms. Almon says, “Where do I

child development, and early childhood

begin? Unfortunately, the SC kindergarten

education about how young children learn,

standards repeat some of the worst standards

what they need to learn, and how best to

from Common Core and even do so word-

teach them in kindergarten and the early

for-word. Of both the Common Core

grades.”

Standards and the new SC standards intended

SCPIE sponsored Ms. Almon’s trip to South
Carolina in May 2013 to testify before the SC
Senate Education Committee. Before
committing to come to SC to testify, Ms.
Almon warned SCPIE of her politically

to replace Common Core, Ms. Almon says,
“…we are very concerned about the standard
that calls for kindergarten children to read
‘emergent literature with purpose and
understanding’.” She goes on to say that this
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is something first and second graders are

Standards] which claims to be evidence-based,

developmentally ready for but not

but it is not.”

kindergarteners.

Just this month, Almon and her colleagues

Regarding the new kindergarten math

released a report titled: "Reading Instruction

standards, Almon says, “It’s not so bad to

in Kindergarten: Little to Gain and Much to

require children to count to 100 even though

Lose." In it they include several

numbers over 15 or 20 have little meaning for

recommendations. One recommendation is

children this age. But to ask them to start

that kindergarten standards be removed from

counting at any number below 100 and go

Common Core so that they can be rewritten

forwards takes this to a new level.”

along developmental lines.

“Impossible?” she asks, and then responds,
“No, but pointless. The long-term
effectiveness of such standards is unproven.
It’s all abstract and time consuming, and
copied directly from CCSS [Common Core

Almon further recommends South Carolina
do the same: Let the standards begin with first
grade and then establish developmentally
appropriate guidelines for pre-K and
kindergarten.
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The new standards are a violation of South

Accountability Act as amended, is a weak

Carolina law and remain developmentally

repeat of the Common Core Standards and

inappropriate for young children.

falls far short of the expectations and

The South Carolina Legislature mandated a

requirements of parents and legislators.

cyclical review of the state’s English language

Finally, throughout the last two years of

arts (ELA) and math standards for the

intense activism, SCPIE has observed a huge

purpose of creating new standards and the law

chasm between educators, and the parents

requires a task force of parents, business and

whose children they teach, and the taxpayers

community members to be appointed for the

that pay their salaries. This chasm grows ever

cyclical review process. By not appointing the

wider as parents and taxpayers are shut out of

Task Force until after the cyclical review had

the process of deciding what is in the best

been completed by the

interest of their children’s

writing panels, and

education and how their tax

relegating the Task Force to

dollars are spent.

reviewing the standards at
the same time as the general
public, the State Department
of Education clearly violated
State law.

Although research proves that
parental involvement is the
number one predictor for
strong educational outcomes,23
meaningful parental

The Education Oversight Committee (EOC)

involvement is nonexistent in the current

chose a different path of violating the law by

public education system.

initiating a review of the Common Core
Standards as though the Legislature’s intent
was to tweak the Common Core Standards
rather than replace the standards.
The result of these flawed processes, which

If South Carolina is going to do what is in the
best interest of children, they will listen to the
well-documented facts of the experts and
eliminate Common Core, and the failed
education philosophies behind the standards.

proceeded in the violation of the Education
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1.

The State Department of

Education should direct the standards
writing panels to go back to writing
immediately with HEAVY reliance on
the proven and internationally
recognized Massachusetts standards.
Moreover, future upgrades of South
Carolina standards should avoid
common core versions, which have
been proven to be flawed, and rely on
the best practices offered by the
Massachusetts model.
(MA 2001 ELA Standards can be downloaded here:
doe.mass.edu/framework/ela/0601.pdf, and the MA
2000 Math Standards can be downloaded here:
doe.mass.edu/framework/math/2000/final.pdf.)

2.

4.

The South Carolina

Legislature should find ways to ensure
parents who are not educators, and
taxpayers who are not educators, have
more meaningful input into public
education content and delivery.

5.

In light of the seemingly

irreparable disconnect between
educators and parents, it is incumbent
upon the Legislature to expand school
choice options that allow parents to
choose the education that is in the
best interest of their children.

The Legislature should review

the law for the purpose of clarifying
the intent of the Task Force in the
cyclical review process, and tighten
the language so there can be no
mistake as to the purpose and role of
the parent, community and business
task force.

3.

Kindergarten standards should

be eliminated. Imposing academic
standards for kindergarten students is
developmentally inappropriate.
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“For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does. The weapons we fight with
are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have divine power to demolish strongholds.
We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and
we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ.”
2 Corinthians 10:3-5
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